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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK
We regularly observe the sun rising and setting, the moon traversing the sky
through the night, old age following youth, autumn following winter, a seed
germinating into a sapling and then into a tree, a river flowing and changing its
course constantly, and the hands of the clock changing positions. The story of
change goes on endlessly. To quote Heraclitus: “The Only Thing That Is
Constant Is Change. ”
Mahatma Gandhi said, “Constant development is the law of life”. Development
brings about a change. A change is a constant. Even as aging cells in our body
die, new ones are replacing them. Change is a continuum everywhere and at
all times - change begets change.
But not all change can lead to a better world. To quote Marie Curie, “You cannot
hope to build a better world without improving the individuals. To that end each
of us must work for self-improvement....”.
This development is possible only when human potential shows a qualitative
and a quantitative change. Schools ought to be a place where children feel
challenged but competent, where they work hard but enjoy it, where
achievement is the product but not the sole objective.
Schooling is a process of transformation. Teachers and parents are the potters
who shape the students personality and make them into responsible, sensitive
citizens. Let us parents and teachers work unitedly to make a difference and
bring about this change.
Finally, “Change is the law of life. And those who look only to the past or
present are certain to miss the future”. John F. Kennedy
Dr. Pramila Kudva
Principal.

ART IN EDUCATION
Art workshop for Pre Primary teachers.
Date- 10th and 12th March 2018.
Conducted by Mrs. Uttaraa Abhyankar
Objective: The purpose of Art workshop was to demonstrate different painting techniques to
teachers so that they can be included in their curriculum for Preschool students.

FAREWELL
A farewell program was arranged in honour of Mrs. Rajni Tambe and Mr. Manish Mishra on 28th
March 2018. Teachers from all the three sections (pre-primary, primary and secondary) put up
an entertainment programme together.
The function began with light refreshment followed by bollywood and sufi songs presented by
the in-house music teachers, Mr. Sumesh Vasudevan and Mr. Sachin Kadam. Pre-primary,
primary and secondary teachers put up energy rich dance performances which were followed by
poem recitation by Mrs Tanuja Kate. The performances were thoroughly enjoyed by the
audience.
The highlight was a power point presentation which gave us glimpse of their association with the
school and video clips by ex-students and video messages by their colleagues.
Parting speech was given by honourable Principal ma'am, Primary HM and Secondary HM
about their professional expertise and their cordial relationships with the management, staff and
the students.
Mrs Tambe and Mr. Mishra were felicitated by our honourable Principal ma'am Dr. Mrs. Pramila
Kudva by presenting a momento of an honour, gift and poem written by Principal ma'am.
In an emotionally surcharged atmosphere inside the Auditorium Hall of the Pawar Public School
Kandivali, staff and management of the school bid adieu to Mrs. Rajni Tambe and Mr. Manish
Mishra.

FAREWELL

YET ANOTHER AWARENESS SESSION
Training session was conducted on 8th March 2018 for the staff members including Class
IV, Housekeeping and security staff to explain various legal implications of POSH Act
including preventing and dealing of incidences of sexual harassment at workplace. The
queries were addressed by Ms. Tanuja Dhonde with adequate examples.
She also explained the constitution of the ICC (Internal Complaints Committee) and the
complaint resolution process.

ACCOLADES
GOOD NEWS
Pawar Public School, Kandivali is shortlisted as a Finalist for the “Safe Educational Institute of
the Year” Award in the SECONA Shield Awards 2018.

ANTIQUE APPRECIATION DAY
The students of preschool were encouraged to get antique items from home and share it with
their peers. They observed their items and compared them to the current objects e.g. phone,
watch and so on. Students also coloured some antique items e.g. old sewing machine, old
cups, plates and kettles

AWARD CEREMONY- PRIMARY
The award ceremony began sharp at 9:00am.The dignitaries were
presented with a flow of event. The Ceremony began with a
welcome speech by Ms. Jeel Sukhia, Ms. Avi Goyal and Mst. Rian
Bhojani of Grade 5 followed by a prayer sung by the choir after which
Principal ma'am and Mr. C.B Hegde Sir were invited on stage to
felicitate the students by presenting certificates for the first category
of the awards the 'Academic Excellence'. An entertaining classical
Kathak dance was performed by the students of Grade 7. Awards
for The Most Outstanding students were presented by Head
Mistress Primary Section Mrs. Anjali Kane and the awards for Most
Improved student were presented by the administrative officer Mrs.
Bhagyashree Bhagwat. An inspirational song was sung by the
students of Grade 7 and 8. An encouraging speech was given by
Principal ma'am Dr. Mrs Pramila Kudva, in her speech she stated, to
achieve success one must follow the three keys to success the first
one is confidence, second one is perseverance and third one is
organization. She also quoted real life examples of a few legends,
who have made it big in their lives, namely Arunima Sinha, Einstein,
Pele, Ryan and about Ryan's well foundation.Principal ma'am also
announced four new awards that would be given to the students
from the academic year 2018-2019; they are Homework champs,
Reading rock stars, Peace maker award, Whiz kids award. The
criteria for these awards will be formulated and shared with the
teachers; both primary and secondary section students will be given
these awards. A special Sunshine award will be given to students
with a pleasant and charming disposition, this award will only be
given to the primary section students.
Awards for perfect attendance were presented by Head mistress
Secondary Section and Head Mistress Pre Primary Section Mrs
Uttara Abhyankar. The vote of thanks was given by Mst. Rian of
Grade 5 D. The ceremony ended with National Anthem which was
played by Mst. Dhairya Ved from Grade 5 C. The ceremony ended
exactly in an hours' time i.e 10:00 am.
Ms. Pragya Gandhi & Ms. Sonal Bangera

AWARD CEREMONY- PRIMARY

SECONDARY
AWARD CEREMONY- PRIMARY
Pawar Public School Kandivali hosted the Annual Award
Ceremony on the 26TH of April, 2018 for the academic year 2017
- 2018.
Compering was done by a student of Grade 7, Yaanaa Puthran,
and a student of Grade 8, Krishna Dhakan. Pal Shah and
Parineeta Satao from Grade 7 helped in presenting the
certificates and invitations. Certificates for the awardees were
prepared by the 3rd week of April by Ms Inder Rehlan and Ms
Meghana Mehta.
On 26th April, 2018, the curtains rose to the applause of the
audience. After welcoming all our guests, the dignitaries, parents
of the awardees and students of Grade 7, present to witness the
event, we began by singing the prayer. Awards were distributed,
succeeded by an inspirational speech by our Principal, Dr. Mrs.
Pramila Kudva, which probed the students to perform better and
boosted up their confidence. She also announced that a few
more category of awards will be awarded next year.
A special category of awards were introduced – Principal's
Award to those students who showed exemplary discipline,
punctuality, courtesy and politeness, followed by the award for
Amanuensis, students of grade 9, for Grade 10 ICSE
examination. A letter of appreciation was presented to the ex –
students of Grade 10 who came to school in the month of April to
help the teachers in conducting classes. The best house shield
was won by the Akash House. A melodious musical performance
and a graceful dance routine added to the glamour of the
evening. A sincere vote of thanks was given to all the teaching
and non-teaching staff, succeeded by the National Song.
The awards inspired us to reach great heights and achieve more.
Ms. Disha Mehta

SECONDARY
AWARD CEREMONY- PRIMARY

SECONDARY
AWARD CEREMONY- PRIMARY

CAREER MELA
It has been observed that the students of grade 10 are very often not clear about their career goals. A
mere aptitude test does not serve the purpose. In view of this, our school had planned a series of talks
as a part of “Career Mela”.
On 7th April 2018, the first talk was organised for our students of Grade 9 and 10.Various professionals
from different fields were invited to talk to our students and guide them about the career options.
This first phase of talks covered professionals from Medicine, Architecture, Interior Designing and
Graphic Designing. This programme was open to all students from grade 9 to 10 and ex-students of
PPSK, parents and well-wishers from the neighbourhood.
Career in the Army was the second session that was planned. The students of grade 9 & 10 were
oriented to the career scope by Capt. Anuradha.

CAREER MELA

CAREER MELA

CAREER MELA
YOUNG BUZZ CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAM
Career options available today are manifold. To enable the students make the right choice
of career, the school, in association with YoungBuzz had organised a career guidance
programme on 4th April 2018 for Grade 10 students. The programme started with a
workshop – helping students understand the importance of Career Guidance and what
are the steps involved in making the correct decision, followed by question answer
session.
An Aptitude Test was conducted on 28th April 2018 that measures the students Aptitude,
Interest and personality.

CAREER MELA
The second talk was organized on 7th July 2018 which covered career options like
Hotel Management & Catering technology, Fashion & Art, films and Television and
Physiotherapy. This programme was open to all students from grade 9 to 10 and exstudents of PPSK, parents and well-wishers from the neighbourhood. The parents
were thankful to the school for organizing this initiative.

CAREER MELA

CRICKET - PPS CUP
Following are the results of Cricket PPS Cup 2017-18. We believe this would be the
right start of the year for our students. The event was a grand success.
CRICKET PPS CUP 2017-18 FINAL RESULTS
JUNIORS:Winner:- PPS Bhandup Warriors
Runner Up:- PPS Kandivali Trasher
Best Batsmen:- Aryan Dhakan (PPSK)
Man of the series :- Hiraansh Mestry (PPSK)
SENIORS:Winner:- PPS kandivali Strikers
Runner Up:- PPS Kandivali Stunners
Best Fielder:- Samarth Shanbaug (PPSK)
Best Bowler:- Mannan Mehta (PPSK)
Best Batsmen:- Darshil Doshi (PPSK)
Man of the series :- Kabir Alone (PPSK)

FIELD TRIPS
The students of Grade 2 enjoyed visiting 'The Happy Planet' for their field trip at Phoenix Mall.
Students were given healthy breakfast in the bus. At the venue students enjoyed adventures
rides, slides, bungee jumping, and trampoline. At 12.00 noon lunch at 'Shiv Sagar' restaurant in
the mall was provided which included mouth-watering Pav – bhaji and yummy noodles.
Students dispersed at 3.45 pm from school.

FIELD TRIPS
The students of Grade 6,7,8 &9 enjoyed visiting SMAASH at Lower Parel.

MENTAL HEALTH WORKSHOP FOR TEACHERS
POSITIVE BEHAVIOUR SUPPORT
Teachers were briefed about positive behaviour support in order to effectively
strategize learning environment for all students with varied needs.

POSAT WORKSHOP
On 7th April 2018, a workshop was arranged by the school for parents with children at-risk of
behavioral and learning difficulties. The workshop was conducted and guided by POSAT
foundation, Ms. Maya Nanavati and her team on behavioral and learning difficulties Grade 1-5
may face due to poor concentration and language skills, poor body balancing and body control.
Parents were made aware about benefits of Occupational Therapy and Remedial Education
which can enhance development, improved cognitive and communication skills and minimize
developmental delay. It is a joint venture and further evaluation and remedial/OT sessions will
be carried out in the school by the trained therapist

SAVE THE ELEPHANT DAY
The pre-primary students learnt about elephants and enjoyed the story of “Elmer the Elephant”.
They decorated their elephants using different shapes along with their parents. students will
understand that we need to save the habitats in order to save the elephants which are the gentle
giants of the Earth.

SHAKESPEAREAN LANGUAGE
SPEAKING DAY CELEBRATION
2018 is a very special year in the world of the arts, marking 402 years since the passing
away of one of Britain's most famous and influential playwrights: William Shakespeare.
While our children may still be a little too young to be curling up with a copy of Macbeth or
Merchant of Venice , this was still a great opportunity for them to start learning about
Shakespeare and discovering what it means to get creative. So, the idea germinated Why not celebrate Shakespeare's birthday this April 23 20018 by holding our own
exciting 'Shakespeare Day' at school?
By taking up some great Shakespeare activities for our students, teachers helped to get
the students interested in plays, poetry, and drama, and gave them some really cool
William Shakespeare facts to share.
Here are the Shakespearean activities conducted in the class during the English lecture:
Grade 3: Information about Shakespeare and a small presentation was given in the
class.
Grade 4: Information about Shakespeare and his work was given and presentation on
the same was shown in the class.
Grade 5: Information about Shakespeare and his work was given, presentation on the
same was shown in the class and teachers also introduced them to Sonnet
Further o n the celebrations proceeded to the higher grades as well. Grades 6 to 10 also
had activities ranging from loud reading to airing of his famous works by way of books
and movies..

WRITER'S GUILD_1

THE BEAUTIFUL RED SAREE
The market was crowded with
people. Chaos and hustle bustle
made it difficult to communicate. In
this chaos and crowd my eyes caught
sight of a beautiful red saree, hanging
inside a fashion store which seemed
to be quite expensive.
Attracted by the eye-catching
cloth piece, I entered the shop with
my mother. This was when I had a
close look at the saree. A silk cloth
bordered with gold and studded with
diamonds. A saree is an attire which is
simple and sober, but this one looked
as if it was created for the royal class.
The diamonds which were
studded in an amazing pattern,
reflected the light rays of the sun and
made the saree look like a
shimmering piece of the sky, except
that it was red in colour. I wished to
buy it, but it was very expensive and
could only be afforded by the richest
in the society.
I stood there gazing at the
saree, which illuminated the entire
shop. Suddenly, it was taken out from
its place and handed over to a rich
lady who had bought it.
ANKITA DAVE 9B, Akash House

WRITER'S GUILD_1

The Critical Red Saree
I was at the famous shop –Zamkudi,
when I first saw it. A red saree;
horrible red saree. The lady sitting
next to me wore it and my goodness,
that woman with her mascara spread
and her red saree, a saree with a
huge oil stain and torn from the edges
just looked like oil stains and dead
fish in an ocean and it was stinking
like hell. That saree had a golden
border which was half torn and there
was huge patch near her waist. The
blouse was even more horrible than
her saree. A bow was at the back of
her blouse which looked as though
mice had half bitten it and again those
oil stains all over.... That red saree
would have looked fascinating if it
wasn't bitten and torn and if it didn't
have those oil stains. A few hand
sized shimmering stickers added to
its grotesque look. That lady had a
traditional way of wearing it which
made herself as well as her saree
look even more ugly. I never set eyes
on this lady in a red saree again!
Reet Jagavat ,9B, Agni House

WRITER'S GUILD_1
A Blessed Attire
It was a sunny day, we were out to choose
my cousin's wedding dress. We entered a
mall and visited the bridal wear section to
look for the most exquisite wedding saree.
While looking around we came across a
number of sarees with vibrant colours and
designs, but the one we were looking for
hours was the red saree which we finally
found, as red makes an appearance on an
auspicious day like wedding.
It was a stunning red saree which was
a mixture of crimson and blood red colour.
It was a red saree covered with different
designs in gold, covering the lower part of
the saree and plain at the waist. It was very
pleasing to the eye. The upper part was
designed with golden thin border and small
flowers stitched with thin golden laces
leaving some distance between them .The
half-sleeved blouse was thickly covered
with attractive designs was the best
matching the red saree. At the back of the
blouse were hangings ornamentally
designed with beads and a mirror between
the circular hangings looking superb and
attractive. It was a perfect saree one can
think of.
Wearing a red saree is the most
exciting thing for a prospective bride, as it
brings perfect harmony of style and
fashion. Our Indian tradition appreciates
wearing a saree as the bride looks
beautiful, ethereal and brings glory to the
whole occasion of wedding which is the
most auspicious and engrossing day in
one”s life ,especially a girl, presently my
dear sister.
Komal Desai, IX C,
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A Ghostly Disaster
I do not believe in ghosts till that incident occurred. It has been two years
but that incident is still fresh in my mind.
Two years ago, my parents had to attend a wedding in Jaipur. I was
so ecstatic as I finally had some personal space. I was completely
footloose and fancy free and there was no one to restrict me.
For three days, the house was completely mine. I gourmandized
food, slept as I wished to and enjoyed those three days to the fullest.
The fun time finally came to an end. Next morning my parents were
going to return. I had already slept a lot the previous day so that night I
was wide awake. I decided to complete my homework.
Soon there was a huge thud and the rain started pouring heavily.
After a few minutes, the howling of dogs began. A shiver ran down my
spine. I went to close the window but by the time I reached there,
thousands of dried leaves entered with a rustle. This increased the
feeling of creepiness around me. Quickly I closed those windows with a
loud bash, but they opened up with a creek.
I was horrified and started crying. Having nothing to do I covered
myself completely with a blanket and decided to sleep with a hope that
the things would get better. But sleep did not favour me. My bed started
shaking terribly. Lake full of tears filled the floor. I was completely tired
and dozed off.
Next morning when I woke up, I saw my parents had finally arrived.
I quickly hugged my father and told him about the previous night. He
laughed and handed me over the newspaper ,the headlines were "Last
night there was a minor earthquake in Delhi."
Viha ,XC, Prithvi House
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Bottle of Love
“I do not believe in ghosts”, said Bhairav. Advait and Bhairav were childhood
friends. They were trapped in an attic as they felt they needed to experience a
ghost encounter at least once in their lives. They had gone to the attic with just a
torch and a box of matchsticks. After they came inside the door shut as it had been
a breezy day, a rare sight in the excruciating heat of Agra. Bhairav's parents would
take no less than one hour to reach home. They were terribly bored after having
lunch. They played loads of video games, draining the battery of their phones.
Advait suggested exploring the attic for a while just like they saw in horror and
detective movies. Armed with just torches they dared to expect the unexpected.
Clearing the way blocked by cartons boxes, vessels made of brass, clothes that
now had become rags, toys covered by layers of dust. A bottle rolled away by the
accidental kick of Bhairav. Advait said that he expected the bottle to host a ghost or
a genie that could kill them or fulfil all their wishes. Bhairav was of a firm opinion
that spirits don't exist and refused to acknowledge the fact. To lure Bhairav, Rahul
put a Biryani treat as the bet. If the bottle opens to present an un-earthly creature
then Bhairav would have to treat Advait with a biryani. Bhairav gladly accepted by
saying that if it isn't the same then he would get the biryani and Advait would take
the blame for breaking the bottle. Advait carefully picked up the bottle and spotted
a paper turned yellowish by time sealed by wax. Advait crashed the bottle onto
ground, a little bit of smoke came out from it. Advait started to drool by the thought
of the biryani. They waited for a few more minutes but there was no sign of any
spirit. Advait still asked Bhairav to have patience and asked him to turn off his torch
hoping for some sign, but in vain.
Later that evening after getting a hard scolding from the parents. They asked
Bhairav's father about the bottle who blushed and confessed about a girl whom he
liked in his prime youth he had written a love letter scented with incense sticks.
Bhairav devoured his treat smiling at himself about the secret of the bottle. Never
did Advait ever make a bet with Bhairav ever again.
Siddharth Neelkanth,XA,Jal House
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The Nuisance at Our Home
The children at our home could not help but jump about every time a picnic was decided.
So, true to my nature, I sprung around the rooms collecting things like sunglasses and caps. It
was a beautiful Saturday morning and we were going for a picnic to the National Park.
When all was set and we had strapped the bagpacks on, there was a rattling ring of the
doorbell. My elder brother opened the door uncertainly, and through the creak itself, I caught
sight of an unusual-looking old lady. Her hair was grey at the temple and silver all over and it
was tied in one sophisticated knot. A pair of shiny pink earrings dangled from her earlobes. Her
face was tanned and there were wrinkles beside her eyes and you could spot the lines at its
edges which were brought by the smile plastered to her small face.
There were little sags of skin over the cheeks which were quite wittily hidden under
make-up. Her eyes had a glint of surprise and enthusiasm in them. She wore a sequined green
kurti and bright magenta leggings and her hands were full of yellow and red bangles and she
had blue heels on. She was clearly in her sixties but her make-up showed her off to be ten years
younger. She brought her hands together, saying “Namaste!” and my parents greeted her back
in surprise and confusion. No one spoke and seeing our inaction, she walked into our home
herself.
The bright and pearly smile never left her face and when my mom finally gestured her to
sit down and asked if she was lost, she introduced herself as Payal Khanna and excitedly said
that she was our new neighbour. She then adjusted her fancy outfit and began asking about
each of us. She did not look like she was about to leave soon. My brother and I noticed this and
couldn't help but hate her for delaying our trip. She eagerly looked at me for introduction and
tried making small talk and I had to force out some answers in monosyllables to get rid of the
conversation.
She was undoubtedly loud and demanded attention. She wanted to know everything
about Mumbai and my parents politely answered her keen inquisitiveness. Hours passed and it
was 4:00 in the evening. Why couldn't she understand that she was unwelcome? Finally,
everyone began feeling drowsy for their afternoon nap and I inwardly thanked her for ruining all
our plans. After recounting her life in New Delhi before shifting to Mumbai, and what seemed
like eternity, she finally said she was leaving once she was “tired” of chatting and I was ecstatic.
Within just five minutes, she was back at our door, with delicious and aromatic Chole-Bature!
Maybe she wasn't a nuisance after all..
Hrishika Biswas, XA, Prithvi House

ADHYAYAN ORIENTATION
Before the qualitative audit of Adhyayan, the entire staff was oriented towards the process of
Adhyayan. They were informed of the need to work towards qualitative improvement of the school
systems and processes.

BISLERI FUNCTION
A Function was held to felicitate students of 2017-18 for Bisleri
Collection Drive.

GRADE 10 - FELICITATION
Dr. Priti Sachdev was the Chief Guest. Gift vouchers from Crosswords were given to 1st, 2nd
and 3rd ranker. Students who were subject toppers also were given gift vouchers and were
felicitated. Certificates and trophies were given to Most improved and Best outgoing student.

GRADE 10 - FELICITATION

IAYP - ORIENTATION
To orient students towards IAYP programme and to felicitate two
students who secured bronze medal at IAYP.

INTERNATIONAL BATH DAY
International Bath Day was celebrated in the Preschool as, 'Bath time
for dolls'. The students gave a nice soapy, bubbly bath to their dolls
and toys. It reinforced the concept of hygiene and how to look after our
body.

PPSK MUN

To give guidelines to the students of 9th and 10th about Model
United Nations at PPSK to develop skills of debating & negotiation.
Students of PPS Bhandup, Chandivali and Dombivali also
participated in the event. Students thoroughly enjoyed the debates
and surprised the teaching faculty!!

PPSK MUN

PTA AGM
PTA AGM was held on 16th June 2018 - 309 parents attended the AGM. Outgoing as well as
current year PTA was felicitated. Role of the PTA was explained to the parents by principal.
Vice chairperson and joint secretary of the PTA 2017-18 presented report of their activities
and audited balance sheet of the PTA account to the parents. The audit account was
approved unanimously. After the presentation, Principal addressed the parents and briefed
them about the activities and endeavours taken up by the school. She proudly announced the
details of excellent Grade 10 ICSE results with a detailed comparative chart regarding the
upward trend of percentage in the last 3 years. Principal also briefed them about the activities
and endeavours taken up by the school.
After that the resource person, Mrs. Indrani Malkani addressed parents – she gave inputs on
bus rules, emphasized on van not being an authorized mode of transport and shared her
experiences.

S.T.E.M PROGRAMME
S.T.E.M Programme to orient students towards need for STEM education & to arouse
curiosity in them an oriantaion was held

UNDERSTANDING THE PLASTIC BAN

Venue: Royal Bombay Yacht Club,
Anchorage Hall, Apollo Bunder,
Gateway of India.
Date: Thursday, 21st June 2018
Teacher Incharge: Marina Miss.
Pollution now is a tag that cannot be removed from our planet earth. They
say that precaution is better than cure. But, what can be the preventive
measure we can adopt to save our planet? To take a step forward, the
Government of Maharashtra has imposed a ban on plastic bags and
plastic products.
On 21st June, 12 students from the secondary section and Ms. Marina set
out to our venue at Churchgate scheduled at 1:00 p.m. It was a humid day
and we reached Royal Bombay Yacht Club at 3:45p.m. At 4:00 p.m, the
program started. A robust crowd of people who were worried about how the
Plastic Ban would affect their daily lives were present.
I am proud to say that only two schools were present and Pawar Public
School, Kandivali was a part of it. At the beginning we were introduced to
Dr.P.Anbalagan, Member Secretary Pollution Control Board and Mrs.Nidhi
Choudhari. Dr.Anbalagan started by telling us the basic rules of the ban.
We came to know about the charges for the violation of the ban and about
the alternatives to be used in place of the objects banned. This was
followed by a Question & Answer session on any queries with regard to the
ban. Our school got an opportunity to ask questions and we put forth a
number questions based on unemployment, cheaper and affordable
alternatives to plastic, criteria put forth by the government.
The audience put up some challenging questions like: How will we dispose
our waste as plastic dustbin bags are banned?
The government representatives said that they will be releasing new kinds
of compostable dustbin bags for the problem. The representatives also
said that the government is quite confident that their plan will work and
Mumbai will be able to tackle the problem of plastic.
The seminar was extremely informative and cleared almost all the doubts
related to the plastic ban. Though the rain and traffic restricted the students
from reaching school on the decided time, they surely gained some fruitful
information which they would pass it to their companions, neighborhood
and the society.
-Rinchan Robert(8D) and Aaditya Bhat(9D)

UNDERSTANDING THE PLASTIC BAN

UP-SKILLING THE TEACHERS
Teachers need to constantly keep changing their teaching techniques
and upskill themselves to meet the changing needs. Keeping this in
perspective, the teachers had several sessions of teaching techniques
that enable students to think. Some of the techniques taught were
Inducto-deductive approach, SQ4R - a self study technique, Inquiry
training model and Co-relation technique.

UP-SKILLING THE TEACHERS

UP-SKILLING THE TEACHERS

WORKSHOP - PEARSON
On 5th June 2018, a workshop on ‘time Management’ was conducted by Ms. Satwant
Palekar.

WORKSHOPS - EKLAVYA SCHOOL AHMEDBAD

Science & Mathematics teachers attended a two-day
workshop conducted by the council at Eklavya School,
Ahmedabad.
Teachers were briefed about the trends in education
curriculum updation, use of modern technology in teaching
–learning process. A detailed discussion on syllabuses and
regulation for grade 9 & 10 took place & focus of the discussion
was centralised paper for grade 9. The sample paper which
the council had uploaded on webpage was scrutinised and
teachers came back enriched.
A workshop by the teachers who attended the session was
conducted for others who did not attend to disseminate the
information and learning.

WORKSHOPS - EKLAVYA SCHOOL AHMEDBAD
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A Farm Worker's Life
A long day in the field accompanied only by the harsh sun, hard soil, the plants and his own
sweat; working hard and never taking a break is just another day in the life of a farm worker.
The hardships faced by him are beyond our imagination. The fruits he receives are minimum.
He lives a life where smartphones are something he has never seen and books are a luxury.
Waking up at dawn and spending the entire day tilling, planting, watering and harvesting for a
minimum wage just so that his family can lead a better life. And to top it all, he does not even
have any sense of security as all his efforts are wasted if the rain doesn't arrive on time.
Droughts and floods are a nightmare as the land cannot even grow grass.
To a person whose life is full of uncertainties, life's simplest pleasures bring him immense joy.
Eating a hearty breakfast, sending his children to school, harvesting his crops and waking up
to a new day. What is simply written off by us as everyday happenings make him the happiest
man.
Most of his joys lay with his family. They support him at every step of his obstacle riddled
journey. To him, their support is invaluable. While toiling in the fields, his thoughts always lead
him back home.a
It is true that the farmers face a whole lot of hardships. Many of them succumb to the
unending debts and lack of income. They give up due to various reasons and at such times,
waking up with a smile is unimaginable and sending his children to school rather than having
them help out on the fields is unthinkable. But on the other hand the farmer lives a happy and
satisfied life as the simple joys of life that he experiences along with his supportive and close
knit family makes all his efforts worth it.
Ishita Paigankar, 10A

WRITER'S GUILD
The Amazing Invention
I jumped from the bed around midnight. The gadget worked! I was very excited.
Since 5 days of the hot summer I had been sitting at home and was deep into making a
circuit for a burglar alarm using my own raw material. Electricals are cool and lovely.
I had a plan for fitting the burglar alarm at my house door.
It blows out loud sound and alarms anybody when someone intrudes into your house.
Since of few days, there had been an increase in theft cases. Hence I felt the need of
fitting my own burglar alarm.
Down in the 5 and 10, I invested in a……….
4 metre piece of copper wire and 2 blue light emitting diodes. I bought the stuff for making
a loudspeaker- Neodymium magnets, Circuit Boards (PCBs),etc.
Referring to an encyclopedia, I made an elementary buzzer that worked, after many failed
trials! Fixing the diodes in between the copper was just simple soldering but required
meticulous work and care. Finally it was all fit and ready.
After that I slept and decided that I would test it the next day. That night I just fit it on to my
room door.
Father arrived late at night from his workshop. I was deep in sleep. He was eager to see
me and opened the door. The alarm went off. It banged hard! Mother stirred and woke up.
She was angry for a moment though she was happy when she realised it was just that
burglar alarm I had made. Father an electrical engineer understood the story and was
happy in the first moment itself. But i knew the most of what happened and just jumped
from the bed and bumped down, excitedly!
Setu Doshi, 9B

WRITER'S GUILD
An Object that is Special to me
Everyone has that one object that
they just love and cherish. Well, I
have a kind of ragged doll that I just
love. It's not that I am obsessed
with dirty things, it's because it's a
memory of my grandfather who
passed away last year (on my
mother's side of family). It's a 10
inch tall doll with a dusty purple top
and skirt, with long blonde hair. It
isn't blonde anymore because it
has got so dirty. My grandfather
bought it for me when I was little. It
was in such good condition then.
We played dress up with the doll
and stuck some fake gemstones on
her dress. They were red, blue and
pink gemstones. I tried to curl her
hair with the pink and blue curler
that came with the doll. I took it
everywhere with me, sometimes
even to the bathtub. It holds some
of the most precious memories of
my grandfather and me. And now
that he is no more, I look up at the
doll and get a flashback. That is
why this particular doll is so special
to me.
Ishani Dalal, 6D

WRITER'S GUILD
MY FIRST DAY AT HIGH SCHOOL
I was excited yet so terrified at the thought of my first day in the secondary section. It felt much
to me like my first day as an adult, the first day I ever felt grown up.
As I packed my spanking new bag full of spanking new pens and pencils, I couldn't help
but think, would all that head flushing, bullying and heaps upon heaps of homework be true? I
guess I was about to find it out.
Sporting my smart ,new navy blue pant with white shirt and a tie, I slammed the door
behind me and went to my friend, Manu's house. I knocked at the door and when it opened I
could see that the same excitement was being shared in Manu's head, which put me at ease.
We proceeded to the car and embarked on our ride to Pawar Public School [Kandivali]
As we drew nearer our school pathways far and wide were brimming with school
children. Were some of these strangers going to be are friends? Now, finally we had entered
the school.
As the first period started, which was quite a new subject for me, “Chemistry”. I worked
in silence for the rest of the period, and it all went by a snail's pace.
My next lecture was Art and we started with new assignment “Pillow Design” which was
followed by lunch in which we gossiped on the new books and cracked some jokes.
My last lesson was drama where we just went round telling our names, where we came
from and all about ourselves which gave me a brief idea about my new classmates.
My adventure started full of class tests and semesters. I got a few new friends and new
teachers which had introduced themselves. Finally I was done for the day.
Jeet Gandhi, 6A

WRITER'S GUILD
An Art Competition
While reading 'The Hindustan Times' on Sunday, I came across a brochure stating Big
Art Competition that was going to be held the next week. I got excited to take part in it as
everyone in the school appreciated my sketching skills. My mother and I quickly went and
registered for the competition.
The next day in school, I went to my art teacher and told her about the competition. She
appreciated my enthusiasm and gave me some guidelines. After school, my mother and I
rushed to the supermarket and bought the required supplies. After my regular school work , I
started practicing every night to improve my drawing skills.
The day had finally arrived. I was vexed if I could make it through the competition. The
contestants had to choose their places and arrange their materials. I was in a diabolic
situation on seeing the contestants fully prepared and confident. The bell rung and we all
began.
I had decided to make a portrait sketch of the renowned Bollywood actor 'Akshay Kumar' from
the film 'Rustom' in his navy uniform. I drew the sketch with a dark HB pencil. After finishing
the sketch, I gave it some appropriate colors and outlined it. The assignment was completed
just in time.
The results were to be announced after half an hour. I went on to munch something with my
fellow-mates but kept pondering about the results. I expected a second or third prize as I did
not feel that I could win the first prize after seeing the other paintings.
The results were announced after half an hour when I got the shock of my life! I had won the
1st prize! I was called up on the stage and awarded a big trophy, a gold medal and a cash
prize worth Rs.3500!
I ran home and narrated the whole scenario to my mother. I gave the cash prize to my parents.
The next day I took the trophy and medal to school and showed it to my art teacher. I
requested her to accept the trophy as I would have not won it without her guidelines. She was
proud of me and accepted it. That day was the best day of my life.
Chaitanya Khetani, 9B

WRITER'S GUILD
The View
I didn't feel very cheery as I walked up the plane's ramp. What was so thrilling about flying
that people anticipated its joy so much? All I felt was boredom, sitting in the same place for
more than an hour and not being able to sleep comfortably because of the minuscule leg
space. As I settled in my seat, I saw an old lady already sitting beside me. She was about my
grandmother's age – wrinkled face, gnarled hands and a picture in her hand. She looked
awfully nervous sitting in the plane. I didn't pay much attention to her and stood up to take my
bag from the overhead compartment. I was sitting in the middle seat, the worst one. Neither
did you get a good view nor could you stretch your legs anytime you felt like it. Suddenly, the
old lady requested me to exchange seats with her. I was surprised since the seat she
occupied, the window seat, was the most coveted one. I happily agreed.
When the airplane's light dimmed, I heard the old lady beside me recite the Gayatri Mantra.
She had a photo of a group of people in her hand, presumably her family. On looking at her, I
was reminded of my own grandmother. She would similarly be anxious before every journey.
No one knew this, but she carried a photograph of each and every member of the family in her
hand bag.
I was touched by the courage of the old lady. I saw my grandmother in her, and something,
unexplainable, prompted me to say, “It will be alright. Here, take my hand.” Taking my hand,
she smiled at me. It was a smile of pure love, a smile of pure joy. Later, I realised that it was the
first time, since her death, that I had used the word “dadi”.
Mihit Sharma, 10A

WRITER'S GUILD
Impossible approach- the crash of united flight 232 at Sioux city
It was my first flight as an international aircraft pilot. For the past four years I have been
flying the Boeing 737-800(next generation also known as ng version) for the American
airlines. I was going to fly the Boeing 777-300ER, the longest passenger jet ever built
producing an enormous amount of thrust. It was a busy day on North Carolina International
Airport and both the terminals were crowded with flights. Our flight had been delayed due to
a mechanical problem but it was soon fixed within an hour. Due to this the gate that was
allotted to us was occupied by our succeeding fight. As a result, we had to let the
passengers board the aircraft.
Within twenty minutes, our flight was loaded with passengers and cargo. We soon got
a grant for our taxiway to the runway. We were ordered to hold position on the runway 19.
We were about to enter the runway when we were made to halt. We received a call from
the Air Traffic Control that an aircraft has given the Mayday callsign (Declaring an
emergency on the flight) and had started with the emergency procedures. I could clearly
see a trijet descending and approaching the runway. The flight was rolling from left to right
and pitching up and down. We had maintained a safe distance from the runway. When it as
very near to us, I identified it to be a United Airlines McDonnell Douglas DC-10. The rear
engine of the aircraft was not running. As it flew above us, I saw the rear was broken and
had damage to its cover and horizontal stabilizers.
Suddenly there was a pitch up and the tail of aircraft hit the runway initially. The
impact was so hard that at a high rate the nose of aircraft smashed onto the ground and
nose gear collapsed. The aircraft from its rear flew above the ground and exploded. The
shockwave from the explosion caused minor cracks to the window. I immediately contacted
the ATC to declare emergency. The debris was spread all over the runway. Emergency was
declared, air operations were ceased and the airport was closed. We had to shut down the
aircraft and let the passengers exit the aircraft after returning back near the terminal.
A few days later, I was called by the National transportation safety board(NTSB) who were
given the responsibility for investigation. They wanted to know what I had seen on the day
of crash which caused the death on many on board. After few hours of interrogation, I was
made to let go. Within a few months, the result of the crash was announced. The metal
fatigue in one of the blades caused the engine to explode on the engine number two, which
made a loss of hydraulic pressure which damaged the horizontal stabilizers(slats) and
vertical stabilizers(rudders),which made it difficult for the pilots to control
Mayank Parab, 10A

YOGA WEEK
To enable students to develop a sense of well being, increase concentration, find
harmony between body and mind, develop proper breathing habits.yoga week
was observed at school.

AESTERIOD DAY
International Asteroid Day is an annual global event which is held on the
anniversary of the Siberian "Tunguska event" that took place on June 30th, 1908,
the most harmful known asteroid-related event on Earth in recent history.
A small talk on ASTEROIDS, their origin and characteristics with the aim to raise
awareness about the same and what can be done to protect earth from a
catastrophic event was arranged for students of Grade 6 to 10.

CONVENER MEETING
Dr. Pramila Kudva conducted a meeting of the schools of Zone H
in the capacity of the convener to discuss examination related
matters.

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
Knowledge Square conducted the Regional level Cryptic
Crossword competition at our school.

DENTAL HYGIENE
Dr. Jaspreet Kaur Bansal Educated our Grade 4 students
and interacted with them on dental issues

GRANDPARENTS DAY
This day was celebrated on 23 July 2018 as grandparents' day. Gorgeous grandma and
handsome grandpas graced this occasion. They were welcomed by the staff and guided
to the venue. Preschool children massaged their grandparents hand and then made
wonderful wrist bands together to express their love towards them. Grandparents were
offered tea and biscuits as refreshments and were guided to the auditorium for an
entertainment programme arranged by the fine arts team. Two grandparents participated
by singing an Abhang since it was Ashadi Ekadashi and the other sang a Gujarati folk
song. The grandparents enjoyed the display on the floor and some of them took selfies
and photographs too. Overall the grandparents were grateful for the invite and blessed
the school.

GRANDPARENTS DAY

OPEN TALK

An open talk was held with the students of grade 9 & 10
after the unfortunate incident at one of the
neighbouring schools by the counselors and the
principal.

PLEDGE FOR ASIAN GAMES
Campaign to support Indian Kabbadi team in Asian Games 2018 at JakartaIndian Kabbadi
team has won Gold 7 times in the Asian Games. Students took pledge to support our Indian
team to win Gold in the forthcoming Asian Games 2018. . PPSK support banner will be
displayed during the event.

ADHYAYAN
The school went through a qualitative audit of Adhyayan for the second time. key performance
areas of leadership & management, the child, community and partnerships, infrastructure &
resources, teaching and learning and the curriculum were assessed. The school received
highest national award, National Platinum making it one of the only 2 current holders of this
award in India.

ADHYAYAN

A
A National Platinum Award
Only 3 Schools in India
have got this award

BEHTAR INDIA
“We make the world we live in and shape our own environment.” As an educational
organization , we have a strong belief in this saying. We share the responsibility of
building our nation, as the creators of future citizens. Taking this thought forward,
our school decided to own their responsibility and do their part in conserving the
environment by joining hands with the “Behtar India Campaign”.
Stage 1 of the campaign focusses on donation of paper waste, we have
successfully donated 3,800 kg of paper waste till date.
Stage 2 of the campaign focusses on the Clean India mission. In line with the
above, a cleanliness drive was held on the school ground on 13th August,2018
wherein few students of primary and secondary armed with brooms and gloves
cleaned unkempt places on the school ground.
The drive was covered by Republic TV, a News channel.

BEHTAR INDIA

EXHIBITION - ALTERNATIVES TO PLASTIC
Although plastic has been one of the inventions that have been useful to mankind,
irresponsible usage of this substance has led to environmental pollution which has to
be tackled on a war footing.
MCGM has taken a good decision to ban some of the plastic items. To create more
awareness about alternatives to the banned substance team PPSK along with PTA
had organized an exhibition of such alternatives in our school premises on August
11, 2018.

EXHIBITION - ALTERNATIVES TO PLASTIC

EXHIBITION - ALTERNATIVES TO PLASTIC

FARM WORKER'S APPRECIATION DAY
A day to honour the hard working farmer was celebrated by our preschool. The Farmer's market
corner was a busy crowded place with miniature farm workers roaming in their dhoti, pyjamas
and saris. Some of them also carried their equipment required for farming such as spades and
sickles. Students created and sold make believe fruits and vegetables. The produce was
available for best bargain! Cash and cards were accepted at the payment counters. We had
happy costumers carrying of their shopping in their baskets.

FOOTBALL MATCHES
Grade 9

Boys winners – Agni House,
Grade 7
Boys Runner up – Vayu House
Girls winners – Jal House,
Girls Runner up – Vayu House

Boys winners – Vayu House
Boys Runner up – Akash House
Girls winners – Vayu House
Girls Runner up – Akash House

Grade 8

Boys winners – Jal House
Grade 6
Boys Runner up – Vayu House
Girls winners – Vayu House
Girls Runner up – Prithvi House

Boys winners – Akash House
Boys Runner up – Vayu House
Girls winners – Agni House
Girls Runner up – Jal House

FOOTBALL MATCHES

GRADE 9 - ORIENTATION TO
FINAL EXAMINATIONS
The council had already declared the timetable for final
examinations. In view of this, an orientation was organized for the
parents of grade 9 to solve all their queries.Subsequently, the ICSE
Board changed its decision to have a common Question paper set
by the council for grade 9.

HEALTH SPRING MENTAL HEALTH WORKSHOP
A talk on parenting was organized by the PTA on Wednesday, August 1, 2018 for
the parents of grade 8 to 10. Dr. Sagar Mundada, one of the leading psychiatrists
was the resource person.
The Topics covered on this day were: Parenting, Handling teenagers, Mental
health, Addiction (Smart Phone, Drugs & Alcohol), Self-Improvement, Anxiety
Management, Stress Management, Symptoms or Abnormality and Suicidal
Tendency & Symptoms.

HOME SCIENCE - CHOCOLATE BOUQUET DEMO

Never underestimate the
power of chocolate”
Gifting chocolate by packing
them in innovative waysdoll, bouquet, caps.....surely
will bring smile on the face
of the receiver.
Home science students of
grade 9 learnt about various
such ways of chocolategifting ideas in a
demonstration by our parent
volunteers Mrs Gandhi and
Mrs Kanabar

SALAD
MAKINGBOUQUET DEMO
HOME SCIENCE
- CHOCOLATE
Home science students of grade 9 learnt about making their meal plan healthy by
incorporating colourful fruits and vegetables in their diet in form of salad.
Students not only learnt various methods to prepare salad but also learnt about
different salad dressings and creative ways to present them.

HYDERABAD ORIENTATION
An orientation was organised regarding Hyderabad tour for parents and students

INCREDIBLE INDIA - QUIZ
Incredible India
quiz- Students
learnt more about
general
awareness, culture
art, scientist, word
art, vocabulary &
personalities along
with their
achievements.

INCREDIBLE INDIA - QUIZ

PRE-INDEPENDENCE DAY

Navrasa Dance – to emphasise emotions of independent India. Teacher
Interview, speeches and story of Unsung Heroes – to commemorate
heroes in real life who are less remembered but contribution is precious.

INDEPENDENCE DAY
Navrasa Dance – to emphasise emotions of independent India. Teacher Interview,
speeches and story of Unsung Heroes – to commemorate heroes in real life who are
less remembered but their contribution is precious. To commemorate the
sovereignty of our nation, the guest of honour, Ms. Anita Lobo unfurled the tricolor
flag and all in unison sang the National Anthem followed by Flag song and
expressed the joy of our freedom

INDIAN NATIONAL STRUGGLE FOR FREEDOM EXHIBITION
On 29th August, 2018 Wednesday, 16 students of Grade 8 visited a historical exhibition at
St.Xaviers College, Fort. The main theme was 'Role of Mumbai in Indian National Struggle.' It
covered the following aspects at length.
ŸTransition of seven islands combined to form one huge land mass.
ŸPost Colonial Mumbai 1947-93
ŸThe Khilafat Movement 1919-24
ŸThe Indian National congress established in Bombay in 1885.
ŸThe Powai lake and Tulsi Lake water supply to Mumbai
ŸThe Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus built by the British
ŸParsis of Bombay involved in the freedom struggle
ŸDifferent Indian newspapers-The Hindustan Times, Harijan, Kesari
ŸBombay and the Freedom Movement
ŸWadala Salt Satyagraha
ŸSwadeshi Movement
ŸBombay University 1857
ŸGandhi and Manibhavan
Ms. Pramila Manjunath

INTERACTION DAY

KERALA FLOODS RELIEF
Heavy rains and the subsequent flooding in Kerala have wreaked havoc in several parts of the
state. Houses have been completely waterlogged and destroyed, many have become
homeless and taken refuge in relief camps. Several people have been marooned in their own
houses, without food, water and electricity and other basic supplies.
Our parents rose to the call of help and sent in loads of items which we sent to Kerala through
Goonj. Thank you Parents.

Pre-primary section – Non
cream biscuits packets
Grade 1 – Bathing soaps
Grade 2 – Washing soaps
Grade 3 & 4 – Medium size
candle boxes
Grade 5 – Odomos and
Soframycin
Grade 6 – Torches and
Batteries
Grade 7 - Crocin and Iodex
Grade 8 – Toothpaste
Grade 9 & 10 – Sanitary
Napkin packets

MOBILE MUSEUM AT PPSK
The Citi CSMVS Museum on Wheels is presenting its fifth exhibition, 'Barter To
Banking: The History Of Indian Money'. Students from grade 3 to 8 visited the bus
which was parked in our premises.
What is money? What turns a piece of metal into something that can facilitate
exchange of goods, services and even ideas? How did the first coins evolve? How
do coins help us reconstruct history? Were they always used as money? Was there
an economy before coins existed? 'Barter to Banking' helped find answers to these
questions and tried to trace the history of Indian money in this exhibition. On display
were dioramas, coins from the ancient period to the modern times, prints of old
currency notes, banking documents such as Hundis, vintage bank advertisements
and accessories such as credit cards, old banking slips, cheques etc. Together these
objects took through the journey of money as it evolved from one form to other and
will make us see how while it remained primarily a medium of exchange played an
important role in shaping lives of people as well as entire civilisations.
There are various other activities like 'Design your own coin' and 'Coin Stamping'.

MOBILE MUSEUM AT PPSK

MOCK ELECTIONS
Social-Studies grade 5 Mock election activity scheduled on 29th
August 2018 for grade 5.
As a part of chapter on Democratic government in Social
Studies students of each section were asked to select a
candidate from their house respectively, who would contest the
election for the Star of the Week. The selected students were
instructed to prepare a speech or a write-up to express their
thoughts as to why they should be elected by the class as the
Star of the week. Students were given two days to prepare the
same, on 27th August 2018 Monday students began the
campaigning to ask for votes.
The final elections were conducted in the Social studies period;
children were given slips on which they were expected to write
the name of the candidate they would like to vote for. A polling
booth and a ballot box were arranged outside the class room, a
student was kept in-charge to monitor that the elections are
conducted flawlessly. A student was also in-charge of making a
mark on the index finger of the left hand using indelible ink
(permanent marker). After all the students completed casting
their vote, the electoral committee (5 House leaders) along with
Social Studies Teacher counted the votes using tally marks. On
the completion of the counting “The Star of the Week” was
announced and a note of appreciation was written in the school
almanac for the Student who won the election.
Students learnt the process of election; they could understand
the importance of voting and the importance of their own vote.
Students participated enthusiastically and enjoyed learning the
process.
Ms. Pragya Gandhi

MOCK ELECTIONS

POLICE DIDI
The workshop was about safe and unsafe touch. A video on Satyamev Jayate (Aamir
Khan`s show )was shown to the students of Grade 4.
There was a question and answer session, where the Police Didi answered the queries
of the students related to safe and unsafe touch.

PROJECT BASED LEARNING
Revati Wali conducted a workshop on “Engaging Classrooms – A need for developing 21st
century skills”. Workshop was conducted for curricular teachers of primary and secondary.

VERMICOMPOST N VERTICAL GARDEN
At PPSK, we have a vermicompost pit wherein a compost is prepared with the help of dry
leaves, soil, peels of fruits and vegetables along with newspapers. Every alternate day, it has to
be mixed properly and the compost gets ready within 40-50 days. This compost can be utilized
for the plants grown in the garden. Peels of fruits and vegetables are brought by students.
At PPSK, we have made a vertical garden with plastic bottles. The bottles were brought in by
students with a purpose to recycle plastic bottles and also to enhance the beauty of the school.
The bottles are placed one below the other and plants like fenugreek and coriander are grown.

WORKSHOP - MR. SHEKHAR
One day workshop on Leadership and Management was held for the Principals,
HMs, co-ordinators and HODs on 30th August 2018. Mr. Sekhar
Chandrashekar was the facilitator. He focussed on introspection and reflections
leading to responsibility and mindfulness. This workshop was co-ordinated by
Mr. Hegde, CAO of Pawar Public Group of Schools.

ART AND CRAFT

ART AND CRAFT

ART AND CRAFT

CHAMPIONS

Congratulations to Master. Manav Sanghvi (Grade 10)
Manav has played 2 State level and 2 National level Volleyball
Competitions in the last two years.
He is the only selected student from Maharashtra to play for SGFI –
School Game Federation of India on the basis of this performance. He
will represent CISCE National team which will be held in January 2019 at
Kolkata.
All of us at PPSK are proud of his achievements and wish him the very
best in his future endeavours.

CHAMPIONS

Aarna Parekh – Junior KG A
Marrs – National Level
Competition
Maths – 4th Rank
English – 17th Rank
Science – 6th Rank

10 B receiving the best class award for
the month of June.

Vivaan Patil –5D
first in State Level Competition
second in Quiz competition

9 B receiving the best class award for the
month of June.

CHAMPIONS

INTERNATIONAL AWARDEES IN SCIENCE
OLYMPIAD FOUNDATION
YOGITHSHANTHANU REDDY
HARSH RANA
SWADHYAY VIJH
SIYA CHOTTANI

NATIONAL APTITUDE TEST
CONDUCTED BY NIE
HEER AMRUTIA
TVISHA KHAMBHADIA
DEVASHREE THOPTE

CISCE NATIONAL KABBADDI CAMP for Maharashtra region was conducted by PAWAR PUBLIC
SCHOOL KANDIVALI, on 1st and 4th of September 2018.
Facilities Provided to the participants and coaches : Breakfast and Lunch, School Ground with Ground
Marking.
Ÿ 24 students were selected from AISM KABBADDI TOURNAMENT from various schools of Mumbai, Thane
& Pune for U/17 AND U/19 BOYS CISCE NATIONAL KABBADDI tournament which is held at AMRITSAR,
PUNJAB.
Ÿ 19 Students and 3 coaches were present for the camp.
Ÿ Sessions were conducted by 3 coaches namely Mr UDAY PATIL from PPS BHANDUP, Mr Sukesh Poojari
from OMKAR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL DOMBIVALI & Dr Sameer Ambre from PPS KANDIVALI.

CHAMPIONS
Individual Achievements
1. Mast. Soumil Gogte from Grade 7 Div C , Jal house, participated in
2nd SPORTANS Age Group And Open Rapid Chess Tournament held
on 15th July, 2018 in the
U / 12 yrs category and secured 1st Position.

2. Ms. Aarna Rekir Parekh from Grade Jr. Kg. Div A (2018 – 2019), Prithvi
house, participated in MaRRS “Primary Colors”-International
Championship 2017-18 held on 19th August, 2018 in Nursery Category
th
and secured 4 Rank.

3. Ms. Saina Nagarkatte from Grade III. Div A, Akash house, participated
in Meraki 2018-19 for position in Chess (Under 10) and secured 2nd
Rank.

4. Ms. Evyavan Shukla from Grade 2, Div.B, Prithvi house, participated
in MaRRS International Spelling Bee – Mumbai Interschool
Championship 2017 - 2018 and secured 1st rank in category I held
at GCC International School.

5.Mast. Parth Yadav, Grade 8 Div D, Akash House, participated in the
Bombay City District Athletic Association - Annual Athletic
Championship Held at Mumbai on 9th August., 2018 and secured 2nd
place in Event Shotput in the age group of Boys (U – 14).
6. Mast. Parth Yadav, Grade 8 Div D, Akash House, participated in the
rd
Council's National Sports & Games 2018 and secured 3 position in
Shot Put – 9.23mts. at the Regional Level held at University Sports
th
th
Pavilion, Mumbai on 7 to 9 Sept., 2018 in the category Boys U / 14.
7. Mast. Devaj Parekh, Grade 2 Div B, Agni House, participated in the
st
Council's National Sports & Games 2018 and secured 1 position in 50
mts Run – 8.3 sec at the Regional Level held at University Sports
th
th
Pavilion, Mumbai on 7 to 9 Sept., 2018 in the category Boys U / 8.
8. Mast. Devaj Parekh, Grade 2 Div B, Agni House, participated in the
Council's National Sports & Games 2018 and secured 1st position in
100 mts Run – 16.3 sec at the Regional Level held at University Sports
Pavilion, Mumbai on 7th to 9th Sept., 2018 in the category Boys U / 8.

CHAMPIONS
AISM Kabaddi Tournament
(Maharashtra Region)
U/17 Girls
Secured 2nd Place (Silver)
25/08/2018
Sr. No.

Name Of The Student

Std / Div

House

1

Heli Shah

8/C

Vayu

2

Preet Bakhai

8/B

Jal

3

Pearl Jain

9/D

Agni

4

Tanisha Vyas

9/C

Akash

5

Tanushka Waghela

9/B

Agni

6

Misha Parekh

8/B

Agni

7

Mahek Bafna

9/B

Vayu

8

Vaishnavi Gaonkar

7/A

Akash

9

Dhenu Hande

9/A

Vayu

10

Vedika Singh

7/A

Prithvi

11

Kashish Lodha

7/A

Prithvi

12

Shrushti Gupta

9/C

Akash

DISCOVERY SCHOOL SUPER LEAGUE 2018
30th July’ 2018
RESULTS OF ROUND 1
PROFICIENCY IN MATH’S & SCIENCE

RANK
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

NAME OF STUDENT
GAYATHRI RAJESH
VIVAAN PATIL
VEERUM SIRIA
PRANJAL BHOLE
RINCHAN ROBERT
PRIYANSH PARESH
GADA

STD/DIV
4/C
5/D
6/C
7/C
8/D
9/D

HOUSE
JAL
PRITHVI
AKASH
AGNI
PRITHVI
AGNI

CHAMPIONS
PAWAR PUBLIC SCHOOL, KANDIVALI
Inter House Football Tournament – 2018-2019
Grade
BOYS

VI

GIRLS
BOYS

VII

GIRLS
BOYS

VIII

GIRLS
BOYS

IX

GIRLS
BOYS

X

GIRLS

WINNER

RUNNER UP

AKASH
AGNI
VAYU
VAYU
JAL
VAYU
AGNI
JAL
-

VAYU
JAL
AKASH
AKASH
VAYU
PRITHVI
VAYU
VAYU
-

NOTE : Grade 10 Inter-house tournament will be held in the month of October 2018.

MERAKI – 3 INTERSCHOOL HANDBALL TOURNAMENT
August’ 2018
WINNERS OF U/10 GIRLS HANDBALL TOURNAMENT
SECURED 1ST PLACE (GOLD)
SR.NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

NAME OF STUDENT
Ms. Sanavi Wagh
Ms. Vaishnavi Jadhav
Ms. Jiya Vora
Ms. Mrunmayee Thakare
Ms. Mishita Tendulkar
Ms. Saee Matkar
Ms. Vaibhavi Pawar
Ms. Riddhi Ramani
Ms. Pranali Salway
Ms. Shreya Jahagirdar

STD/DIV
3/A
3/A
3/B
4/A
4/A
4/A
4/A
4/B
4/C
4/C

HOUSE
Agni
Vayu
Jal
Akash
Agni
Prithvi
Jal
Jal
Jal
Vayu

CHAMPIONS

MERAKI – 3 INTERSCHOOL HANDBALL TOURNAMENT
August’ 2018
PARTICIPATION IN U/12 GIRLS HANDBALL TOURNAMENT
SR.NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

NAME OF STUDENT
Ms. Jiya Vora
Ms. Fagun Soni
Ms. Karika Vajaria
Ms. Shreya Gawde
Ms. Chavi Lodha
Ms. Richa Kulkarni
Ms. Yana Bhandari
Ms. Danica Sequera
Ms. Tithi Ved
Ms. Jiiya Vakharia
Ms. Lizel Mathew
Ms. Sanaa Desai
Ms. Stuti Shah
Ms. Aarvi Parekh
Ms. Meeti Shah
Ms. Niyati Shah
Ms. Raina Kothari
Ms. Namrata Koppikar

STD/DIV
3/B
4/B
4/B
4/C
5/B
5/B
5/B
5/C
5/C
5/D
5/D
5/D
5/D
6/B
6/B
6/B
6/C
6/D

HOUSE
Jal
Agni
Vayu
Akash
Prithvi
Prithvi
Akash
Agni
Agni
Jal
Agni
Jal
Vayu
Agni
Vayu
Akash
Agni
Jal

GURU PURNIMA
Guru Purnima is the festival commemorates the goodness
of spiritual gurus as thousands of devotees worship and
thank their gurus for enlightenment. The festival has deep
and interesting history and this year it was on Friday 27th
July 2018 when Hindi and Marathi department celebrated
the same in the A.V.Room.
On 27th of July 2018 the programme began with
'Guruvandana' and then Hindi and Marathi children
explained the importance of the day along with Hindi 'Dohe'.
Children did really good job as trained by their subject
teachers. At the end Ms.Taramani recited a lovely poem and
explained the importance of 'Guru' in life where as Hindi
H.O.D. Ms. Maithily explained the meening of 'Dohe' and
also expressed the importance of 'Guru' by narrating the
story. She also asked children to be attentive and asked
questions based on the programme at the end. Marathi
H.O.D. Ms. Deepali proposed vote of thanks. She called all
the team members on the floor and expressed her feelings
to the children. A.O. Ms.Bhagvat Ma'am appreciated the
team for presenting such a lovely programme and gave
good message to children on this occasion.
The programme conducted by Hindi and Marathi team
was very successful and children of grade 4 and 5 went
home with lovely memories.
Ms. Deepali Potdar
Ms.Maithily Deshpande

GURU PURNIMA

HINDI DIWAS
The students of the Primary section put up a performance on 10th
September 2018 as a part of Hindi Diwas. The highlight of the programme
was a skit emphasising the importance of speaking in `Shudh Hindi'. The
skit was beautifully conceptualised and taught children the importance of
speaking our National language with purity!

HINDI DIWAS

HINDI DIWAS
The pre-schoolers celebrated this day for the whole week. To familiarize the
students with the language teachers and students collaborated and celebrated
the day, by enacting stories such as the monkey and the cap seller and the lazy
grasshopper. Students of Jr.KG class came to school dressed as monkeys and
Sr.KG students were the hard working ants. It was an exciting fun way to celebrate
our great national language.

SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY
Pawar Public School, Kandivali in association with Ratna Nidhi Charitable Trust celebrated
th
'Special Friends Day' on 11 September, 2018. The day celebrates the value of giving to
children from underserved sections of our society. This activity has now become an integral part
of our school and every teacher and student of
the primary section looks forward to it.
The PPS Kandivali team took special efforts to
make sure these children felt at home by
providing them with great food and special gifts
were handed over to all 39 students from Ratna
Nidhi. A program like this is great a learning
opportunity and provides them with a platform
to engage in creative activities beyond the
realm of their routine education.

TEACHERS DAY PRACTICE BY STUDENTS
Students of Grade 9 and 10 presented a grand show on event of “Teachers' Day” as a tribute to
teachers on Saturday, 1st September 2018. It included dances, games, fashion show and
competitions. Gifts were given to all staff members (including housekeeping and security)

TEACHER’S DAY

TEACHER’S DAY

TEACHER’S DAY

TEACHER’S DAY
Programme for the day was Dr. Kumud Bansal Awards for Best Teacher and Best Admin Personnel, Lunch and movie
“Stree” in Miraj cinema.

TEACHER’S DAY

